Regenerative Receiver Projects
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The regenerative radio receiver or, even super-regenerative radio receiver or, "regen" if you prefer, are basically oscillating detector receivers. They are simple.

Introduced at OzarkCon 2014, this kit was designed in homage to simple beginner's regenerative receivers of a generation ago. Many current hams and radio amateurs may be interested in building this kit.

In any event, the following stage's load $RL$ on a tuned circuit is often at least the same as and that the regenerative receiver could achieve considerably better.
The "Piglet" name comes from the squealing sounds that regenerative receivers make.

Simple Receiver, Scout Regen to offer the best quality, affordable, antennas and kits available in today's market and make your kit project a complete success. The regenerative circuit allows an electronic signal to be amplified many times by the same active device. It consists of an amplifying vacuum tube or...

QRPKITS Scout Regen Receiver,

Reviews: 7, Average rating: 3.9/5, MSRP: $50.00. Description: A simple 2 band regenerative radio kit capable of receiving.

Tuning around with an HF regenerative receiver. The receiver uses... See AA5TB's website. Posts about General Coverage Regenerative Receiver written by AA7EE. H.A.C. ("Hear All Continents") who sold kits for simple HF regenerative receivers.

LOUIS, MO (KTVI) – The NorthSide Regeneration project, aimed at Titan Fish Two has filed a lawsuit seeking the appointment of a receiver over what it claims.
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This is number four of a series of posts about my new poor-man regen project. Previous posts (ordered from older to newer) were: My next regen receiver - The.